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The Hole Book by Peter Newell is a novelty picture book that traces the trajectory of a misfired
bullet by a young lad named Tom Potts. The bullet nearly misses young Potts, instead hitting a
clock on the mantle (that was about to strike three) and continues on its journey, not only through
the book itself, but through many different situations. From the mantle clock, to a boiler, through
a swing's rope (with sister Sue) and many many more, this stray bullet finds itself on quite a
fantastic trail. Where does the bullet finally rest? Find out in The Hole Book.The Hole Book was
originally published by Harper & Brothers in 1908. At the time of publication, this book was a
whimsical look at the journey of a simple bullet with a continuous hole through the pages of the
story. But due to its politically-incorrect portrayal of people (and the killing of a cat) the book has
fallen out of popularity for the newer generation of parents and their children. Since this book has
been out-of-print for so long, finding an original copy (that has not been altered to “fix” the
“unacceptable” portions) may be difficult. However, in this electronic version, The Hole Book can
be viewed on your ereader and has, in fact, been optimized for tablets so it will display in full-
screen (with the text on the left and the picture on the right) exactly as an open book appears. In
addition, The Hole Book is intact and has not been rewritten, just the way Newell had intended it
to be.About the AuthorPeter Newell was born on March 5, 1862. He made his mark in the world
as a humor writer in the 1880s and 1890s and was a regular contributor to Harper's Weekly,
Harper's Bazaar, Scribner's Magazine, The Saturday Evening Post, Judge and other
publications. In the later 1800s, Newell went on to lend his talent to the children's picture book
genre, writing and illustrating several popular titles; Topsys and Turvys (1893), a collection of
poems and images that let the child view the story upside-down or right-side-up; The Hole Book
(1908), The Slant Book (1910), which told the story of a baby carriage speeding down a hill and
also took the shape of a rhomboid, and The Rocket Book (1912).Peter Newell's illustrations can
also be seen on the works of other authors like; Mark Twain, Stephen Crane, John Kendrick
Bangs, and Lewis Carroll. In addition, Newell also created a comic strip serial called, The Naps
of Polly Sleepyhead. This went on to debut in 1905 in the New York Herald. He died in Little
Neck, New York on January 15th, 1924.

From the Inside Flap--This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the
AuthorPeter Newell (1862 –1924) began his career painting portraits, using crayons as a
medium, before turning to children's book. Besides his own books, Newell illustrated Mark
Twain's Innocents Abroad and Lewis Carroll's Alice in Wonderland and Through the Looking
Glass. He is the author of the Tuttle Classics The Hole Book, The Slant Book, and The Rocket
Book. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.From the Back CoverAnd the reader
is started on the trail of Tom Potts' bullet, which leads him through all sorts of unexpected



scenes and adventures, each funnier than the last, until, finally, the bullet meets something that
can stop it-luckily for Tom because 'It might have gone clean round the world and killed him on
the spot.' --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Copyright, 1908, by Harper & Brothers.All rights reserved.Published October, 1908.Formatted
for Kindle by Hynek Palatin.THE  HOLE  BOOK

Tom Potts was fooling with a gun(Such follies should not be),When—bang! the pesky thing went
offMost unexpectedly!Tom didn’t know ’twas loaded, andIt scared him ’most to death—He
tumbled flat upon the floorAnd fairly gasped for breath.The bullet smashed a fine French
clock(The clock had just struck three),Then made a hole clean through the wall,As you can
plainly see.

Out in the kitchen Bridget QuinnWas busying about,When through the boiler crashed the
shotAnd let the water out!The floor was flooded like a pond,The room was filled with steam,And
Bridget gathered up her skirtsAnd rushed out with a scream.

Out in the back yard Sister Sue,With “Sis” and Mabel Dunn,Was swinging underneath the
trees,And having lots of fun,—When—zip! the speeding bullet sang,And cut the rope in
two,Then hurtled through the high board fence,And to the ground came Sue!

Just then an automobile passed,Its body painted green—The bullet struck its side and
piercedThe tank of gasolene.A loud explosion followed andA tremor shook the air!The
passengers were tossed aloftAmidst the smoke and glare!

The Hole woman documentary The Hole economic recession

Becoming Dr. Seuss: Theodor Geisel and the Making of an American Imagination
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Water Sprite of Jax, “A charming, cautionary tale from the early 1900's, and Still relevant!. I have
loved this book since coming across it years ago for its originality, the illustrations, and humor
while teaching an important safety lesson. Bought this copy (along with several other
selections) for my grown son to read with his girlfriend's child (after getting her approval; she
readily grasped the purpose of the tale). He shares my belief in teaching a love of reading early
on for a lifetime of learning, broadening exposure to new people and places as well as
experiences, imagined and real.”

Jo Anne, “A glorious book from my youth!. This is a book that my dad used to read to me as a
youngster in the '50s. It is a classic that would be appreciated by all. The unique concept of the
hole through the entire book is great.”

Paul Kogut, “I have an early 1900's copy in very poor shape that belonged to my mother who is
an .... I was excited to see this book available. I have an early 1900's copy in very poor shape
that belonged to my mother who is an Alzheimer's patient. I actually bought it to see if she
recognized it. She immediately did, even after nearly 90 years.. Now I have the original and this
new copy that has all the pages intact. It will be a while before my two youngest grandchildren
read this as it is all about a misfired gun that sends the bullets to a different place on each page.
We live in a time when this is not necessarily entertainment.  But I did love this book as a child.”

wolfie, “Fun little book!. This is a fun book for kids to read and follow along with! For parents into
the nostalgia of the simplicity of our childhood years, and even earlier, this book fits the bill.
Nothing could be more basic, while still being so interesting and fulfilling. A book that kids and
parents can both truly enjoy! Find a used copy in good condition, and enjoy!!!”

Hepzi, “A Good One..... My parents had an ancient battered copy of this book when I was
growing up, and I and my five sibs absolutely ADORED it. It has the sing song rhythm and
rhyming that children love, loads of very visual and humorous vignettes, and A HOLE ALL THE
WAY THRU that you can touch!!Sadly, it has been thrown on the dustbin by PC. I encourage you
to enjoy and just remember: it is so equal opportunity in its offense (covering almost every
ethnic and animal group except perhaps canines) that any idiot, and most certainly every child,
knows it's just a big joke. Enjoy.Thank you to Microsoft and Kindle for preserving the original.
The illustrations are charming---and funny.”

Memories4evr, “HOLE BOOK Peter Newell. I love this book. I looked forever for this book. I am
so happy I found it. I am 63 and my Grandmother had this when I was young. Now my
Grandchildren can enjoy it.”



The book by Peter Newell has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 65 people have provided feedback.
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